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Wider public interest in scholarships and student 
entrepreneurial competitions led to increased 
activity on all fronts this year.

Winners of the Engineers in Business 
Champion of Champions Competition 2021
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Despite pandemic challenges, we forged 
ahead with an online programme of 

activities and where possible in-person 
events, to engage and support SMFs, 
engineers and engineering students.  
Over the past months we have also 

remodelled our websites.

PRESIDENT’S 
REVIEW 
OF 2021/22
CONTINUING ONLINE EVENTS  
AND RE-INTRODUCING FACE  
TO FACE MEETINGS
This past year we conducted a mix of online and face to face 
events when restrictions permitted.  I am pleased to report 
that the online events were well attended by SMFs living 
outside the UK as well as those in the UK.  We plan to retain 
the online format for several of our forums to enable all to 
participate in the future.

One such forum is the SMF Energy and Sustainable 
Development Group.  Many SMFs are involved in energy and 
sustainable development businesses. Their activities fulfil 
a key goal of Engineers in Business Fellowship; to improve 
the performance of the UK and world economy. The Energy 
and Sustainable Development Group, which comprises 65 
SMFs, aims to exchange ideas and explore new investment 
opportunities.  The group held four lively online sessions this 
year with SMFs joining in from all over the world.

We continued with our marketing and advertising plan to raise 
the profile of the award scheme and to reach a more diverse 
range of future candidates.  The LinkedIn advertising campaign 
for the SMF scholarships generated a great many enquiries 
and high quality applicants in 2020/2021.  An online “Business 
Education for Engineers Clinic” was advertised on LinkedIn 
and 21 engineers attended the session in June 2021.  Trustee 
Mike Astell, SMFs Chris Gifford and Lukas Lukoschek joined 

R E V I E W O F  T H E  Y E A R

David Falzani MBE, 
President
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me to answer questions about taking an MBA in general and 
specifically about the Sainsbury Management Fellows Scheme.  
The session was well-received and several of those attending 
the event went on to apply for SMF Scholarships.  Another 
business education clinic has been planned for later this year.

To clarify and support our marketing messages, we created 
a new website – www.eibf.org.uk.  This website defines the 
scope and activities of the Engineers in Business Fellowship 
registered charity and links to a newly remodelled Sainsbury 
Management Fellows’ website.  The new EIBF website also links 
with the Engineers in Business Competitions website, which 
contains information about our support for university enterprise 
competitions.

CHAMPIONING BUSINESS SKILLS TO 
YOUNG ENGINEERS
Sponsoring business competitions at universities has been 
an effective way for us to engage with young engineering 
students and engineers.  The sponsorship is run in association 
with leading universities and colleges, leveraging existing 
competitions or elective modules and existing arrangements 
within higher and further educational institutions, such as 
those between engineering departments and affiliated business 
schools.  The competitions encourage young engineers to get 
involved in business innovation and develop a passion for 
entrepreneurship at an early stage.  

Many of our university partners told us that it has been difficult 
to reach and engage with students this past year.  Despite 
this, nearly all of our partner universities were able to hold 
their competitions.  We currently work with 32 universities 
and hope to expand this number in the coming year.  However, 
we are pleased to report that, notwithstanding the adversity, 
participation has been high with 291,000 students, graduates 
and postgraduates receiving EIBF messages and 5,829 students 
participating in competitions, 2,186 of whom were students 
studying engineering, computer science and biomedicine.  For 
more information on our university partner competitions and 
their winners, see pages 14–24.

As well as receiving cash prizes, and possibly being far more 
valuable, the winning team members are offered ongoing 
guidance and support from SMF mentors.  Accordingly, we held 
a Champion of Champions Coaching Day in September 2021 
for the ten finalist teams participating in the Champions Final 
in October 2021.  To read more about our Champions’ Coaching 
Day see page 25.

Andrew de Rozairo judged the University of Kingston’s Bright Ideas Competition in February 2022.  Team Planetfall was the Runner Up in the 
Competition with their invention of a kinetic strike system designed to reduce collateral damage caused by air strikes. 

The new Engineers in Business Website – www.eibf.org.uk
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The Engineers in Business Champion of Champions Final gives 
us the chance to design and run our own competition and was 
held in October with 17 universities sending 25 impressive 
entries.  There were two competition categories:  ‘Big Ideas’ 
– an opportunity for participants to express their vision and 
personal potential through a combination of technology and 
business – and ‘Start Ups’.  The online event was broadcast live 
from The Shard in London and over 300 viewers from around 
the world tuned in.  Ten finalist university teams comprising 
engineering graduates and postgraduates pitched their business 
innovations in the hope of winning a share of the £15,000 
prize fund.  Publicity before and after the event reached an 
international audience of over 46 million.  This group included 
students considering engineering as a course of study, those 
already studying engineering and engineers, some of whom 
may be future candidates for Sainsbury Management Fellows’ 
Scholarships.

Our partnership with the Royal Academy of Engineering 
continues and allows us to interact with the brightest and best 
young engineers.  In addition to mentoring Engineering Leaders 
Scholarship winners, EIBF participated in the following events:

•   The Enterprise Hub was created to help bring about a 
step change in the success of UK-based, entrepreneurial 
technology businesses and the contribution they make 
to economic growth.  Some of the UK’s most successful 
entrepreneurs and business leaders are helping to 
identify and support the most promising and innovative 
entrepreneurs. This year SMFs helped with the following:

–  Mike Astell delivered a Business Governance workshop 
and Adam Bazire held multiple discussions on business 
development.

–  Richard Smith mentored an agritech start up and Dolapo 
Koku signed up to be a mentor.

•   The Leaders in Innovation Fellowships Programme (LIF) aims 
to build the business skills of researchers within partner 
countries of the Newton Fund for entrepreneurship and 
commercialisation of their research.  Participants receive 
training in entrepreneurship, access to and time with expert 
mentors to develop their business plans and the opportunity 
to work in teams on a genuine challenge or opportunity 
faced by a UK-based technology driven organisation.  This 
year, Chris Shelley helped to review applications to the LIF 
Community Grant Programme which is designed to assist LIF 
alumni to deliver community building activities around the 
world.

We wish to thank all of the above SMFs for their invaluable 
support.

ENCOURAGING MEMBER 
ENGAGEMENT
It was regrettable but necessary that we cancel our Annual 
Dinner in May.  All activities which could go forward were 
conducted online. In these circumstances, we were pleased 
to attract a large and diverse group of SMFs from around the 
world.  In addition, several SMFs volunteered to judge and award 
prizes at EIBF-sponsored online business competitions:

•   In May 2021 Taha Dar served as a judge at Anglia Ruskin 
University’s Grand Final of The Big Pitch event, for the third 
year.

•   Mike Astell participated in the University of Nottingham’s 
Ingenuity Programme awards event in May 2021, announcing 
Engineers in Business Competition winners from a number of 
our partner universities.

•   In June 2021 Rebecca Grady,  Jo Hallas and Mope Ogunsulire 
helped us to inspire more women to think about applying 
for an SMF Scholarship with their social media posts for 
International Women in Engineering Day. 

R E V I E W O F  T H E  Y E A R

SMF Rebecca Grady,  
MBA Student at  
London Business School

SMF Jo Hallas, 
Chief Executive Officer,  
Tyman PLC

SMF Mope Ogunsulire, MBA,
Investment and Finance Professional,
EIBF Trustee
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•   For the second year, in March 2022, Hersh Shah volunteered 
to be a judge at the University of Exeter’s Elevate 2022 
Competition.  Also in March, Farid Singh served as a member 
of the Dragon’s Den Panel in the “Starting a Business” module 
offered by Warwick Business School.

•   Sagnik Mukherjee, Nic Renard and Nick Sullivan volunteered 
to help with the many requests we receive from prospective 
SMFs to confer on the application process.

•   Many SMFs volunteered to be mentors to EIBF business 
competition winners and several others agreed to be 
case studies – Kofo Agbaje, Phil Caldwell, Simon Duncan,  
James McMicking, Davina Patel, Henning von Spreckelsen, 
Imogen Rey and Tony Walters.  

In March 2022 a group of 20 SMFs took part online for the SMF 
Investor and Finance Group Networking Event.  SMF Michael 
Hill hosted this fast-paced session with presentations by Gordon 
Wylie, Ken Stannard, Patrick Macdonald and Ana Avaliani, 
Director, Enterprise and Sustainable Development at the 
RAEng.  A great deal of time was spent discussing the impact 
of the Russian invasion of Ukraine on the various markets.  The 
Investor Group’s purpose is to network and connect to facilitate 
investments and building early stage companies.  

•   In July 2021 Adam Bazire, Rob Gill, Nick Laird, Tim Lowe, 
Robert Rasbach and Graham White participated in the virtual 
SMF Interview Panels to choose new SMFs.

•   In September 2021 William Burton, John Collins, George 
Fowkes and Henning von Spreckelsen joined me at the Royal 
Academy of Engineering for the Champion of Champions 
Coaching Day for the ten finalists of our Champions’ 
Competition.

•   In October 2021, SMF Serge Taborin was head judge at the 
Champion of Champions Final and we enjoyed keynote 
speeches from Andy Phillipps and Dame Anne Richards. 

•   In December 2021, 30 SMFs came to London for the Annual 
Christmas Curry, which was held after a break of two years.

•   In February 2022 Andrew de Rozairo took part in the judging 
process and presented prizes at Kingston’s Bright Ideas 
Competition.

The SMF Investor and Finance Group Networking Event, March 2022

We wish to thank all those SMFs who participated in events, 
those who volunteered to provide help at EIBF business 
competitions and the many who are now mentoring young 
engineers and students.

SECURING THE FUTURE 
OF THE SCHEME
We are grateful to Sainsbury Management Fellows for 
donating £6,509 in FY2021/2022.  With interest, Gift Aid 
and subsequent matching, £10,379 has been added to the 
Endowment in the past year.  The Endowment now stands at 
£2.5M, a significant step towards our target of £10M, although 
some way from providing the funds necessary to maintain 
the Sainsbury Management Fellowship Scheme.  After some 
discussion, the trustees decided that the basic premise of 
giving money to go into an endowment was perhaps not a 
compelling reason for many SMFs to donate.  For this reason, 
we have agreed with the Gatsby Charitable Foundation that 
all donations from Sainsbury Management Fellows will be 
used directly to fund SMF scholarships.  

In addition, all new SMFs will be required to make a monthly 
donation to SMF as soon as they have started their jobs post 
MBA, in effect giving back to provide scholarships for others.  
We hope that all SMFs will be motivated to contribute double 
the amount of the current scholarship over the course of their 
careers, estimated to be forty years.  At present, this would be 
the sum of £100,000.  We encourage all SMFs, whatever they 
may have already given, to aspire to this goal.

Tax efficient giving arrangements have been established on 
our websites for Fellows living in the USA, Belgium, France 
and Switzerland with more countries to be added as required.  
Finally, I would like to thank our Patron, Lord Sainsbury 
of Turville, for his continued support of the Sainsbury 
Management Fellows, the Gatsby Trustees for their guidance 
and the Royal Academy of Engineering for its partnership.

David Falzani MBE
President

In March 2022 Nicola Winn 
helped us to celebrate 
International Women’s 
Day on social media by 
contributing her story about 
the challenges she faced 
during the pandemic in her 
role as Divisional Manager, 
Women’s Health at University 
College London Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust.
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Engineers in Business Fellowship (EIBF) is a registered charity that promotes 
the importance and value of business education for engineers and the 
performance of the UK and global economies.  The Sainsbury Management 
Fellows is the MBA scholarship scheme of Engineers in Business Fellowship.

THE BUSINESS OF 
THE FELLOWSHIP

EIBF empowers engineers to become leaders in UK industry, 
helps them achieve their full potential and attain career 
goals, and inspires a passion for business innovation amongst 
undergraduate engineers. It does this through:

•   Sainsbury Management Fellows MBA scholarships –  
up to £500,000 awarded each year

•   Fundraising campaigns to sustain the scholarship scheme 
and help more engineers gain an MBA

•   Career and entrepreneur mentoring

•   Business competitions aimed at engineering students 
and recent graduates

Engineers in Business Fellowship is guided by the vision of its 
patron, Lord Sainsbury of Turville, for a high calibre cadre of 
engineers with an international business education who occupy 
leadership positions in British industrial companies and start-
ups and who serve as examples to engineering students and 
young engineers.

MEMBERSHIP
Members of Engineers in Business Fellowship have each 
received a Sainsbury Management Fellowship Award, which 
helps them study for an MBA at a leading international business 
school. The awards began in 1987 and are administered by the 
Royal Academy of Engineering and are funded by the Gatsby 
Charitable Foundation.

BUSINESS PLAN
The Fellowship’s activities are collated in the business plan. This 
includes a fundraising campaign which began in FY2014.

R E V I E W O F  T H E  Y E A R

Imogen Rey graduated from Stanford University Graduate School  
of Business in 2019. 
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TRUSTEES
The Fellowship is governed by the above Board of Trustees 
which meets quarterly. Officers and members receive no 
financial remuneration from the Fellowship.

DISCLOSURE OF DIRECTORSHIPS
Several members of the Executive Committee and Board 
of Trustees hold directorships of British and foreign 
corporations, a list of which is available from the Director 
of Communications.  None of the directorships are with 
companies which do business with EIBF.

STEERING COMMITTEE
The Fellowship liaises with the Royal Academy of 
Engineering via a Steering Committee chaired by  
Mr Tim Chapman FREng.  Other members include Fellows of 
the Royal Academy of Engineering: Professor Clive Buckberry 
and Dr Rajapillai Ahilan, RAEng Visiting Professors:  
Dr Adrienne Houston and Mrs Anusha Shah and RAEng  
staff members: Dr Rhys Morgan, Ms Lynda Mann and  

Ms Lauren Pattle.  Representing EIBF are SMFs Mike Astell, 
David Falzani MBE, Henning von Spreckelsen and Cathy Breeze.  
Strategy and management of the award scheme and links with 
other RAEng programmes and the activities of Engineers in 
Business Fellowship are reviewed on a regular basis. 

SOURCES OF INCOME
Although funded to some extent by subscriptions from its 
members, the Fellowship has received the vast majority of its 
funding from The Gatsby Charitable Foundation.  Gifts from 
members which have been received this year as part of the 
fundraising campaign have been added to the Expendable 
Endowment Fund, established to fund future Sainsbury 
Management Fellowship Awards.

EIBF received no grants or awards from public bodies during 
the year.

Cathleen Breeze  
Secretary

President: 
David Falzani MBE BEng  
MTech MBA CEng FIMechE 

Secretary/Director  
of Communications: 
Cathleen Breeze BA MBA

Treasurer: 
Adam Bazire BA MBA  
CEng FIET 

Imoni Akpofure BEng MSc 
MBA CEng 

Mike Astell BEng MBA CEng 
FIMechE 

Simon Bonini MEng MBA 
CEng FIChemE 

Mope Ogunsulire BSc MSc MBA Hersh Shah MEng MBA CF Henning von Spreckelsen 
MEng MBA CEng MIET

Nigel Thomas BSc MIoD 



SMF AWARD WINNERS

O U R  P E O P L E

Jeremy Bateman Williams MEng, Civil Engineering (Hons),  
University of Liverpool

Before starting his MBA at INSEAD, Jeremy spent seven years working in the nuclear 
sector primarily for the UK’s National Nuclear Laboratory.  Jeremy started as a structural 
engineer, analysing the integrity of nuclear plant equipment under severe impact 
scenarios, before moving into a more strategic function that allowed him to support the 
UK nuclear sector overseas. Jeremy moved to Beijing as a diplomat for the Department 
for International Trade and later served to promote UK nuclear services and technology 
in Tokyo, Japan.

10



Xavier Echegaray CEng MICE, MEng (Hons), UPC Barcelona Tech

Xavier worked in the Transportation and Infrastructure sector prior to starting his MBA 
at INSEAD. He designed key infrastructure across EMEA and LATAM and progressed to 
delivering multi-disciplinary projects as a project manager. In Ramboll, he led a bridge 
design team in High Speed 2 and advanced the business case for a highly strategic 
railway project. In his last position, he advised top-tier contractors in the development 
of innovative modular construction solutions and in the delivery of tenders for £100M+ 
infrastructure schemes.  Xavier also initiated and directed several charitable initiatives, 
including the construction of 3 bridges in Africa to combat rural isolation. 

Andrew Galpin ChMC, EngTech, MA, University of Chester, BEng (Hons),  
University of Portsmouth 

Before starting at Kellogg School of Management, Andy focused on the intersection  
of design, technology and strategy to drive more meaningful outcomes for everyday 
people.  Andy trained as an Electronic and Telecommunications Engineer before 
transitioning his engineering skillset into the consulting world. Over the last five years, 
he has worked with executives in Utilities and Media, to define their business strategy 
and unlock $8M in additional revenue. In addition, he has worked with a top mobile 
network provider as a complex system integrator to deliver the world’s first hybrid-cloud 
telecoms architecture. 

Dolapo Koku CEng, MSc, University of Manchester, BEng University of Birmingham

Prior to enrolling on an MBA at INSEAD, Dolapo gained extensive global experience in 
the engineering industry working across various process technologies within the Energy 
value chain. Dolapo started his career as a process engineer on the BOC Gases UK 
graduate training programme, completing rotational assignments across core engineering 
functions and building transferrable skills within operations performance management. 
Dolapo spent time in Nigeria working in the Oil & Gas sector before moving to Belgium 
with Prima LNG, where he led the implementation of digital and asset management 
strategies across a decentralised group of European energy companies. His most recent 
role involved the delivery of digital transformation projects for E.ON UK that leveraged 
the digitalisation of assets to unlock additional commercial value.

Lynda Nwike BEng (Hons) Mechanical Engineering, King’s College London,  
MPA-International Development (Quantitative Economics) Harvard  
John F Kennedy School of Government

Lynda was inspired by a career in the energy industry at the age of fourteen when she 
attended an “Energy Challenge” in Scotland. She later received an Arkwright Engineering 
Scholarship before attending university. She has worked globally for ExxonMobil, 
Schlumberger and Royal Dutch Shell in Public & Government Affairs, Engineering, 
Operations, Contracts and Coaching with the majority of her career spent on offshore 
platforms. During this time, she acted as Chair of the Europe, Russia and Israel Student 
Operating Board for the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and as a STEM 
ambassador and advocate with the Arkwright Trust. 
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Bavly Obaid CEng, MEng Hons, University of Hertfordshire

Before starting his MBA at IMD Business School, Bavly’s professional experience 
was in the automotive and manufacturing sector with Cummins and then Ricardo. 
He started out as a Powertrain Engineer and held several roles across various 
engineering disciplines, ranging from design of transmissions to production of 
McLaren engines. He progressed into a Strategy Consulting role, in which he advised 
global manufacturers and investors on future mobility decisions relating to market 
entry strategy and acquisition target due diligence. In this role, he also devised and 
implemented operational effectiveness initiatives for vehicle manufacturer product 
development teams. 

Eris Skampis CEng, MEng National Technical University of Athens,  
MSc with Distinction University of Strathclyde

Prior to starting his MBA at INSEAD, Eris’ experience was primarily in the energy sector 
with Royal Dutch Shell. Eris has held engineering, operational, commercial, and business 
development roles in the Projects & Technology, Upstream, and Downstream Shell 
businesses. Within Shell Shipping & Maritime, Eris was the lead naval architect for 
multiple new-build LNG carriers and Singapore’s first LNG Bunker vessel. His passion 
about energy transition led him to work on strategic and business development projects 
to accelerate the adoption of energy-efficient technologies and build digital solutions 
that optimise port calls and reduce GHG emissions.

Abhay Soorya MEng (Hon) University of Oxford

Before commencing his MBA at INSEAD,  Abhay’s professional experience spanned 
software development, product management, and technical policy and standards 
development within the energy industry. He began by working for a finance start-up, 
where he developed algorithms for stock trading and then pivoted to a consumer 
electronics firm, where he managed and led the development of ‘smart’ lighting 
products. His last job was in the energy sector, where he developed regulations for and 
managed change within the UK smart energy programme.

Alessio Piscopo CEng, MSc, University of Portsmouth

Prior to starting his MBA at IESE Business School,  Alessio’s professional experience was 
primarily in the oil and gas design consultancy sector with Saith Limited. He started out 
as a Mechanical Design Engineer before progressing through project management and 
into a lead mechanical engineering role. His experience was primarily around onshore 
gas pipelines and installations. His last job was to lead the design of two major gas 
installations in south London, for a national gas provider. 
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M E M B E R S ’  H I G H L I G H T S
2021
Niharika Bhargava (Harvard) is now an Associate with McKinsey 
& Company working in Chicago.
Mahmoud Gawish (INSEAD) recently started a new job as 
Global Product Manager with Hilti at their headquarters in 
Liechtenstein.
Congratulations to Ahmad Khattab (Imperial) on graduating 
with Distinction and on the Dean’s List.  Ahmad is now Pathways 
Operations Manager at Amazon.
Dolapo Koku (INSEAD) will soon be starting with Amazon on 
the MBA Launch program later this year.
Matthias Libot (LBS) is a Consultant at Bain & Company in 
London.
Victor Manzanares Bonilla (IESE) is now a Consultant at Boston 
Consulting Group.
Jayshan Ratnakumar (Imperial) is Co-Founder of Stance Fitness 
Ltd, based in London.  Stance Fitness enables people to track 
their workouts.  Stance Fitness supplies hardware that can be 
installed into existing gym equipment and an app that captures 
data from users’ workouts.

2020
Sagnik Mukherjee (INSEAD) is a Senior Consultant at Publicis 
Sapient.

Jacob Mills (LBS) is now Chief Operating Officer at Connect 
Fibre.

Konstantinos Pierros (IMD) is Strategy Manager for BayWa r.e. 
Global, based in Germany.

2018
Alessio Falcone (IESE) has recently joined Amex as Finance 
Manager.

2016
Phil Price (LBS) is now an Associate at Arca Blanca Consultants.

2014
Ed Sclater (Kellogg) is now Director, Rail Infrastructure North  
at the Department for Transport (DfT).

2012
James McMicking (Kellogg) is now Vice President, Strategy  
for ZeroAvia.

2011
Simon Fowles (Tuck) has recently joined Candex as Regional 
Vice President of Customer Success.

2003
Caroline Cake (Harvard) is now Entrepreneur in Residence at 
Oxford Science Enterprises.

Congratulations to Phil Caldwell (IESE), Chief Executive of Ceres, 
a clean energy technology company.  Ceres was a recipient of 
the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in 2021, in recognition of its 
excellence in international trade.
Congratulations to Leila Hoteit (INSEAD) who was named one of 
the Middle East’s 50 most powerful businesswomen by Forbes 
Magazine, for the second year in a row.

2005
Serge Taborin (INSEAD) is now Chief Innovation Officer at 
Entain.

2001
Congratulations to Sam Cockerill (INSEAD). Sam’s company 
Libertine is now listed on AIM.

2000
Congratulations to Dan Roberts (INSEAD) who recently sold his 
business SKUvantage to Salsify.

1999
Tim Lowe (INSEAD) is now Head of Client Relationships - UK 
Water Utilities (South) at Xylem Water Solutions UK.

1995
Julian Morley (ESCP) was recently promoted to Executive 
Partner at Gartner, a role that advises and mentors senior 
leaders in European-based global Supply Chain organisations. 
Focusing on the retail and FMCG sectors,  Julian’s new role 
leverages many transferrable skills from his engineering 
background and the wider business perspective that the SMF 
has given him over the years.
Robert Rasbach (INSEAD) has recently started a new position 
as Finance Director of Typhon Treatment Systems which 
designs and makes municipal scale water disinfection systems. 
The company’s technology uses ultraviolet light from LED 
sources and a novel reactor design which is more efficient and 
environmentally sound than traditional systems which use 
mercury vapour lamps.

1994
Henning von Spreckelsen (IMD) recently became a Non-
Executive Director at MR Solutions https://www.mrsolutions.
com/, a UK company developing and manufacturing MRI 
scanners and selling to universities and laboratories all over  
the world.

1992
Congratulations to Anne Richards (INSEAD) who was made a 
Dame in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List.

O U R  P E O P L E

B Y G R A D UAT I O N  Y E A R
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ENGINEERS IN BUSINESS 
COMPETITION
For eight years, EIBF has run competitions which challenge engineering students to 
create a unique product that meets a need in society and demonstrates the use of 
engineering skills in the creative process.  The aim is to encourage engineering students 
to consider business courses as part of their education.

I N I T I AT I V E S

We are proud to be working with so many excellent partners.

This year, Engineers in Business Competitions achieved the 
highest audience reach since their inception. More than 
291,000 students, graduates and postgraduates received 
messages about the benefits of engineers working in business 
(98% increase over 2020), and 5,829 students participated 
in university enterprise competitions (41% increase over 
2020). However, the number of engineers who took part in 
competitions declined by 27%, from 3,014 to 2,186 – the 
universities report that this was due to the impact of delivering 
courses during Covid-19 lockdowns. 

Despite the ongoing challenges of engaging with students 
who were learning remotely, EIBF funded twenty-seven 
competitions at 26 universities. The University of Surrey, 
which has been a partner for the last three years running its 

Electrical and Electronic Engineers in Business Competition, bid 
successfully for a second prize fund for a new module, Business 
Case for Engineers, for Foundation Year Students. 

Amongst last year’s cohort of universities, we welcomed three 
new partners – the University of Hertfordshire,  
Durham University and the University of Birmingham.  
We also welcomed four universities from the national 
Ingenuity Impact Programme – the University of Portsmouth, 
the University of Nottingham, the University of Loughborough 
and Nottingham Trent University, three of which competed in 
the Champion of Champions Final.  

The following pages describe the diverse and exciting business 
ideas created by the winning university teams.
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E N G I N E E R S  I N  B U S I N E S S  C O M P E T I T I O N

QUB awarded the Engineers in Business prize of £3,000 to Software 
Engineer Barry Cheevers for FUZE, a computer network security device 
that sits between a computer and the rest of the network and operates 
to a set of rules. FUZE constantly monitors and analyses the network 
traffic, comparing it with the rules. If the network traffic violates a rule, 
FUZE turns off the network connection to the computer. This prohibits 
any attacker or malware from gaining further access to the network and 
contains the breach to the initial computer.

Winner Barry Cheevers, MEng Software Engineer

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY BELFAST 
Dragon’s Den Competition

We hugely value the 
contribution of the Engineers 
in Business Fellowship to our 
Dragons’ Den competition. 
The sponsorship encourages 
increased numbers of young 
engineers to enter which 
improves the quality of entries. 
The involvement of Engineers in 
Business allows us to highlight 
to those in STEM that there are 
entrepreneurial opportunities 
available to them throughout 
their time at university.
Francesca Morelli,  
Enterprise Support Officer

“

”

The University of Greenwich’s Enterprise Competition provides students and recent 
graduates with mentoring, training and funding to pursue an entrepreneurial idea. The 
competition includes two entry streams, Social Impact and Commercial.

Software Engineer Connor Lynch won the EIB £3,000 prize for the best idea in the 
Commercial Stream. Connor invented CloseBuy, a mobile app that helps retailers to 
attract additional footfall by providing discounts, news, and updates about their brands, 
through push notifications when CloseBuy users are within proximity of their stores.

UNIVERSITY OF GREENWICH 
Enterprise Challenge

The addition of the EIB prize to our Enterprise Challenge has been 
very valuable as it’s raised the profile of the competition amongst 
both engineering staff and students. The EIB prize prompted us to 
hold a special enterprise boot camp at our Medway campus to attract 
more engineers to the competition and give them the opportunity 
to meet students from different subject areas. These networking 
opportunities led to exciting innovations.
Rachel Brown, Head of Enterprise and Innovation,  
University of Greenwich

“

”

Winner Connor Lynch,  
Software Engineer 
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I N I T I AT I V E S

InvEnterPrize is Aberystwyth University’s Student Ideas Competition which is open to 
undergraduates, post-graduates and recent alumni. Participants develop business concepts 
or social enterprise ideas and pitch them to a panel of Aberystwyth University alumni in a 
Dragons’ Den style event. InvEnterPrize is run in conjunction with the Alumni Office which 
donates a £10,000 prize fund – this is now enhanced with the EIB funding to stimulate 
participation from students and graduates from the Departments of Computer Science, 
Maths and Physics.

The Engineers in Business prize of £3,000 was awarded to Karl Swanepoel who developed 
Revolancer, a digital platform that connects entrepreneurs and small business owners with 
talented, remote-working freelancers and students who specialise in digital skills including 
graphic design, copywriting, programming and media. Revolancer uses AI-powered quality 
control as a standard, keeping overheads low. Revolancer’s goal is to remove barriers of 
entry to starting and growing a business online and earning an income remotely. The 
business is already up and running and has more than 150 users. Karl entered Revolancer  
into the EIB Champion of Champions Competition and won the People’s Vote.

ABERYSTWYTH UNIVERSITY 
InvEnterPrize Student Ideas Competition

Venture is the University of Dundee’s annual business ideas competition for students, 
recent graduates and staff. The EIB prize fund enabled the university to create a dedicated 
prize for the most innovative idea from science and engineering students.

Data Science Engineer Antonio Rodriguez won the EIB prize of £3,000 for the 
development of Smart Crop which explores crop monitoring using machine learning 
and data science. It turns images into valuable information through computer vision 
and dimensional data models to develop a strawberry development monitoring system. 
This involves the use of machine learning and AI to develop a system for the accurate 
detection of each strawberry’s development stages until ripening to determine the most 
efficient time to harvest.

UNIVERSITY OF DUNDEE 
Venture Competition 

EIBF funding has once more been incredibly helpful for the Venture competition, 
providing credibility and extra specific funding for our School of Science and 
Engineering category for which we received some very innovative ideas.
Brian McNicoll, Head of the Centre for Entrepreneurship, University of Dundee

“
”

Winner Antonio Rodriguez,  
Data Science Engineer

Winner Karl Swanepoel,  
Computer Science &  
Robotics Graduate

The EIBF prize of £3,000 offered as an ‘Extra Prize’ for our annual InvEnterPrize competition 
is a great incentive for applicants from the Computer Science, Physics & Maths Departments 
within the university. It’s a significant addition and helps to raise the profile of our Student Ideas 
Competition within the university and wider community and is much appreciated.
Tony Ormes, Careers Consultant, Law, Criminology, History, Interpol & Enterprise,  
Aberystwyth University

“

”
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The University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) Business 
Competition is a well-established and high-profile 
competition open to students across 13 UHI sites. The 
competition reaches approximately 40,000 students in 
Higher Education, including postgraduates and researchers 
based in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. The 
competition inspires, encourages and supports participants 
to develop enterprising and entrepreneurial behaviours and 
skills and encourages them to consider their role in solving 
societal problems through innovation.

UHI awarded three Engineers in Business prizes of £1,000 
and one went to engineers Matej Papp and Ahmed Nassar, 
who set up BoxFluence. They launched their first product,  
GoSpar, which is a portable boxing ring developed from 
first-hand experience of a market gap. GoSpar is easily 
transportable and lightweight to make training anywhere 
simple. In its packed-away form, GoSpar is compact and 
fits into the average-sized UK car boot.  As such, personal 
boxing trainers can run client training outdoors and are 
not limited to a single location. With a setup time of less 
than 10 minutes (a vast improvement on the two-person, 
25-minute setup of alternatives on the market), GoSpar 
is highly efficient for personal trainers and boxing gyms. 
Matej Papp and Ahmed Nassar were popular contenders 
in the EIB Champion of Champions Competition, and their 
innovation received valuable media attention in local 
Scottish media.

UHI awarded another £1,000 prize to Aircraft Engineer  
Marc Forbes,  from Perth College UHI,  for the best-
researched idea. Marc’s innovation is Money Mate, a 
business that tracks lost wallets and keys using a phone 
app. Money Mate sends a replica bank card or key to 
customers that have a tracking device linked to the app.

Winner of UHI’s Best Engineering Business Idea – 
Engineers Ahmed Nassar and Matej Papp, graduates from 
Aberdeen University

THE UNIVERSITY OF HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS  
Business Ideas Competition 
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This is the third year that EIBF has sponsored the UHI competition, and we are delighted with 
the judges’ selections in awarding the EIBF prize money. The incredible support and sponsorship 
from EIBF enable the university to promote the competition to engineers from across all thirteen 
colleges and research institutes that make up the University of the Highlands and Islands. The 
opportunity that this affords our engineers cannot be underestimated. By entering the competition 
students’ self-efficacy is heightened and aspirations to become entrepreneurs realised.
Roz Thomas, Enterprise Lecturer, The University of Highlands and Islands’ (UHI)  
Centre for Enterprise and Innovation

“

”

Winner Marc Forbes, Aircraft Engineer, 
Perth College UHI
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Elevate 2021 is a unique opportunity for engineering students 
to access support for early-stage venture creation and to explore 
innovation beyond their curricular project-based learning. 

The first prize of £1,500 was awarded to Mechanical Engineer 
James Tetlow,  who invented Zama Digital, a machine monitor 
which provides real-time data from manufacturing machinery.  
The Zama Digital sensor module is retrofitted to production 
machinery of any age, make or model and records the utilisation 
of the machine. Data on cycle times, total uptime and downtime 
is collected, and displayed real-time on Zama’s cloud-based 
platform, providing manufacturers with quick and easy access 
to information that will help to improve operational efficiency 
and profitability.  James Tetlow entered Zama Digital into the EIB 
Champion of Champions Competition and won the runner-up 
prize of £1,500 in the Business Start Up Category.

UNIVERSITY OF EXETER 
Elevate 2021 

Winner James Tetlow,  Mechanical Engineer 

This is the third year that EIBF has sponsored the University of Exeter’s competition. It has 
provided a valuable opportunity to engage students of engineering and to provide an additional 
pathway of support, alongside our core Student Startup programmes, through which and to 
nurture and support student-led ventures. The funding has played an important role in making 
an entrepreneurial pathway more viable for our students, enabling them to further test, validate 
and develop their ventures and access additional mentoring and support.
Emily Davies, SETsquared Exeter Student Start up Manager, University of Exeter

“

”

Lewis Hughes, an Architectural Environment Engineer was awarded a £1,500 
prize for the development of Unitopia. This innovation works in partnership with 
universities and councils to deliver community-focused projects designed to 
alleviate food poverty and environmental impact. Lewis and his team will use the 
prize money to invest in pilot studies. 

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
Ingenuity Impact

Winner Lewis Hughes, Architectural 
Environment Engineer

Engineers in Business Fellowship is a founding partner of 
Ingenuity, and we are pleased to be working together not only 
to highlight entrepreneurial engineering excellence but also 
shift the focus towards business with purpose.
Elizabeth Smith, Head of Programme,  
The Ingenuity Programme

“

”
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WE Innovate is Imperial’s flagship female entrepreneurship 
education programme which supports the next generation 
of women entrepreneurs. The WE Innovate team works 
closely with the Faculty of Engineering to promote the 
programme to female engineers.

Two EIB £1,500 prizes were awarded. One of the winners 
was the Paige Team,  which developed the world’s first 
digital low-cost and multiline braille device that will allow 
people with sight impairment to read more than one line 
at a time. Paige was developed by a team of Biomedical 
Engineers comprising Carolina Gomes, Gregory Hargraves, 
Nina Moutonnet, Sergio Gosalvez, and Visva Moorthy. It 
was the Kilimanjaro Blind Trust, the biggest distributor 
of braille displays across Africa, that first sparked the 

Winner Paige Team Leader, Carolina Gomes

IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON  
We Innovate

Women entrepreneurs need resources, funding and support to excel in their 
innovation. The Engineers in Business prize is essential to help teams with 
engineering backgrounds break boundaries and scale their innovation. 
Imperial Enterprise Lab is once again pleased to be working with the Engineers 
in Business Fellowship to support engineering students, graduates, and 
postgraduates in their participation in entrepreneurship.
Alae Ismail, Innovation & Entrepreneurship Manager, Imperial Enterprise Lab

“

”

Team members Sergio Gosalvez, 
Visva Moorthy and Gregory Hargraves 

team’s interest in solving this global problem. Braille is 
essential for the visually impaired to access information. 
However, nearly all refreshable braille displays are limited 
to a single line of text making these displays unsuitable 
for content that requires context, such as mathematics, 
programming or sheet music.  Although there are products 
currently on the market for this purpose, they have a 
high cost per braille character, resulting in prohibitively 
expensive displays. Paige displays eighteen lines of braille 
at a time and offers displays for as little as £300.  The 
Paige Team entered the Engineers in Business Champion 
of Champions Final and won the top prize, the £5,000 
Enterprise Award. The judges selected Paige because they 
felt that the innovation had the greatest potential for 
commercialisation.
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The University of Southampton’s SEED Start Up Funding Competition 
supports students in the creation and development of early-stage businesses 
or social enterprises by providing prizes to help fund these enterprises. The 
Engineers in Business prize fund was integrated into the existing SEED Fund 
to engage more engineers and students with engineering-related business 
ideas to develop their own start up businesses. Students taking engineering 
modules are also able to apply via their coursework assignments, an 
innovative way to reach more engineering students.

Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineer Tamara Ivancova was awarded the 
first prize of £1,500 for her business, Synergy which creates radio-controlled, 
hydrofoil boat kits, which are available pre-assembled or for individuals to 
build themselves.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
SEED Start Up Funding Competition

The Engineers in Business prize fund is an incredible opportunity for our students. 
While the fund is open to all engineering students through our SEED Fund Competition, 
an additional application route has been made available to engineering students from 
a specific module, which has encouraged much greater diversity in applications and 
has raised greater awareness of the opportunity. In 2020 our winning student from our 
University of Southampton Engineers in Business Competition went on to be a winner 
of the national competition, which is an incredible achievement.
Sarah Rogers, Student Enterprise and Opportunities Manager,  
University of Southampton 

“

”

 Winner Tamara Ivancova, Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineer
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The Ingenuity Impact Programme supports the creation 
of start ups with innovative and sustainable solutions 
to tackle the UK’s biggest challenges. Ingenuity works 
with under-represented groups, as well as students, 
academics, and those interested in creating social and 
environmental impact and is committed to exploring 
the big issues faced by society,  focusing on creating 
prosperity, building community, improving health and 
tackling climate change. The programme is delivered via 
annual Challenge Summits, an online learning platform, 
a national business plan competition, and an investment 
readiness programme.

This year’s Ingenuity Impact Programme was supported 
by a grant from Engineers in Business Fellowship.  
Six prizes were awarded to students from Loughborough 
University, The University of Portsmouth,  
Nottingham Trent University and Nottingham University.  
Here are some of the EIB prize winners:

Winner Dr Claire Mann, Data Science Postgraduate from Nottingham Trent University 

NOTTINGHAM TRENT UNIVERSITY 
Ingenuity Impact

Engineers and entrepreneurs  
are problem-solvers at heart,  
we see a logical link between the 
two. That’s why it’s important 
to us to enable engineers to 
access the tools and skills that 
help enterprise happen, that 
way we can help support the 
next generation of engineers 
that understand design and 
development combined with 
trends and market analysis.
Megan Powell Vreeswijk,  
Head of Enterprise,  
Nottingham Trent University

“

”

Claire Mann won a £1,500 prize for ChangeXtra, an online 
platform that encourages women to talk about menopause. 
It offers a virtual community to share experiences, 
appointments with a menopause mentor and a health 
tracking app to support women with self-care. ChangeXtra’s 
forum is designed to ‘welcome’ women to menopause. 
The group is only accessible to members and posts can 
be made anonymously. Menopause mentor appointments 
provide an opportunity for users to talk to someone who 
has been through similar experiences.  A ChangeXtra app 
allows participants to monitor their changing health, mood, 
lifestyle and relationships, providing a visual overview of 
their personal health experience plus support for self-
care and action planning. Claire Mann entered the EIB 
Champion of Champions and won first prize in the Business 
Start Up Category.
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A multi-disciplinary team comprising three engineers from 
different disciplines, Robert Ball, Samuel Gandy, Kieran 
Wright and International Development graduate Victoria 
Yates won a £1,000 prize. Their start up, Wireless Wild,  
uses state of the art image and audio recognition to  
build a digital picture of ecosystem change and impact. 
Wild Lens detects and monitors different species that pass 
by, estimates the population sizes of different groups, and 
forms an understanding of animal behaviour. These insights 
then automatically produce a score of ecological health 
for the monitoring location, helping customers evaluate 
ecosystem changes and their impact on their land.  
Wild Lens requires minimal labour and time when 
compared to manual surveys from inspection bodies and 
operates 24 hours. This means that it can also detect 
endangered species that might be missed by conventional 
methods.  Wireless Wild was a finalist in the EIB Champion 
of Champions Competition.

UNIVERSITY OF PORTSMOUTH 
Ingenuity Impact

Winners:The Wireless Wild Team Samuel Gandy, Robert Ball, Victoria Yates and Kieran Wright – £1,000 Prize

Engineers are responsible for some of 
the greatest innovations that sustain us 
in every way. Our engineering students 
need to know how to make key decisions, 
spot opportunities and solve complex 
problems to meet demanding global 
challenges – by supporting them in 
the development of their business and 
entrepreneurial skills we are helping 
them to reach their fullest potential.
Lynda Povey, Enterprise Adviser,  
University of Portsmouth

“

”
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For the first time, the University of Birmingham 
collaborated with Engineers in Business Fellowship to 
introduce a new “business ideas” competition to inspire 
more engineers to explore the commercialisation of 
their ideas. The competition was a great success, and 
three awards were presented to student innovators.

The first prize winner of the competition was Alix 
Johnstone-Morfoisse, an Engineering and Physical 
Sciences graduate who was awarded a £1,500 
Engineers in Business Prize for her innovation, Rayven. 
This is a unique tool to estimate robot failure under 
radiation, by combining classic radiation modelling 
and failure modes and effects analysis. It will enable 
the use of off-the-shelf robots at a lower cost and 
remove the need for testing. Rayven is aimed at 
robot manufacturers and end-users such as power 
and energy organisations.  Alix said, “The Engineers 
in Business Competition has been a transformative 
experience. Having started only recently to think about 
my idea as a potential business, I was challenged to 
take it to the next level and evolve it into a viable 
business proposal. This experience has enabled me 
to consider entrepreneurship as the next step in my 
career. The Sainsbury Management Fellow mentor will 
be invaluable in this journey, and I am grateful for the 
support the University of Birmingham B-Enterprising 
team has provided.” 

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
Business Ideas Competition

We are delighted to be part of the Engineering in Business Competition and 
hugely grateful for the opportunities the sponsorship provides.  Enterprise 
and entrepreneurship education has never been more important and EIB has 
proven to be an invaluable learning experience.  It is very evident how much 
our aspiring engineers have gained and how effectively they have enhanced 
their skills through the development of genuine commercial ideas.
Nicola Gittins, Deputy Director,  
Student Entrepreneurship and Enterprise, Careers Network,  
University of Birmingham

“

”

Winner Alix Johnstone-Morfoisse,  
Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate
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In previous years, the Engineers in Business Prize Fund 
was incorporated into an existing Start Up Awards 
Competition. In 2021, a new tailor made initiative – the 
Inspired Engineers Award - was launched. The competition 
offered six prizes of £500, two each for the Civil, Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineering Departments. The brief and 
the timing of the competition allowed students to use or 
develop their curricular project work towards their entry 
or to develop their own ideas. The key requirements were 
that entries would solve a problem with real-world impact 
and demonstrate collaboration with industry, technology-
readiness or potential. 

Stephanie Muller, an Architectural, Civil & Environmental 
Engineer, was the winner of one of the six EIB prizes 
awarded by Cardiff University for her Hydrokinetic Vertical 
Axis Turbines concept. She said, “Hydropower presents 
one renewable energy source whose potential is not yet 
fully used. Initially deemed environmentally friendly, the 
tremendous environmental impacts of traditional, large-
scale hydropower plants resulted in a greater focus on 
small-scale alternatives such as hydrokinetic vertical 
axis turbines. Our project investigates the impact of twin 
vertical-axis turbine setups on wake hydrodynamics and 
fish movement using laboratory experiments.”

Engineers Jasper Gaskin and his team members Jesus 
Lancianese, Ellin Anegkana, Chris Mark and Benjamin 
Thornley were awarded a £500 Engineers in Business 
prize for their innovation Dyno Bag, which is designed to 
ensure that takeaways arrive without having to re-heat 
the food.  Jasper explained, “Thirty-six per cent of people 
complain that their food arrives cold/not fresh. Currently, 
80% of Deliveroo agents use a bike. There is no current 
technology that allows for the long-term heating of food 
in transport on a bicycle.  Dyno Bag solves the problem.” 
The Dyno Bag provides a renewable bicycle delivery bag 
heating solution, via a pair of dynamos and a battery. Two 
segments (hot/cold) in the bag allow hot food and cold 
drinks to be delivered simultaneously.

CARDIFF UNIVERSITY 
Inspired Engineers

Winner of the Architectural, Civil & Environmental  
Engineering Award: Hydrokinetic Vertical Axis Turbines,  
Stephanie Muller, PhD Student

Winner of the Mechanical and Medical Engineering Category,  
Jasper Gaskin

We are grateful for the support of Engineers in Business Fellowship for its support of the Inspired 
Engineers Awards. I was amazed by the breadth of ideas generated from within the student 
body, and the level to which some of their innovations had already been developed, without any 
significant financial support. I’m looking forward to seeing what they do next.
Dr Samantha Jones, Student Services Manager, Cardiff School of Engineering

“

”
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The event was hosted at the Royal Academy of Engineering 
and to ensure maximum safety, five teams attended the 
Coaching and Photographic Day in the morning and the other 
five attended in the afternoon.  Each session commenced with 
a warm welcome by EIBF President, David Falzani MBE; after 
which the coaching, team photoshoots and filming went into 
full swing. It was a fast-moving, intense-learning and fun-
packed day.  Teams were whisked from one location within the 
Royal Academy to the next to ensure they were photographed 
and filmed and then returned to their coaching sessions.  

All the finalists reported back to us that the Coaching Day 
made a significant difference to their ideas and how they 
pitched on the awards presentation night. Some teams said that 
they completely restructured their presentations and others 
expressed gratitude for their coaches “opening their address 
books” to colleagues who could help with their innovations. Four of the 24 finalists who participated in the Coaching Day

On 24 September 2021 Engineers in Business Fellowship hosted a Coaching Day for the finalists of 
the Champion of Champions Competition. Each finalist was paired with a Sainsbury Management 
Fellow who helped them assess their innovation and presentation for the competition on 22 October.  
This occasion also served as an opportunity to take photography and videos of the ten finalists to 
publicise the Champion of Champions Grand Final.

Champion
of Champions

COACHING
DAY

ENGINEERS IN BUSINESS COMPETITION
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COACH – GEORGE FOWKES, an 
expert in design, development 
and rollout of business 
opportunities in the UK, Europe 
and Asia.  George has corporate 
and SME experience in energy, 
waste, clean technology and 
industrial markets. George coached 
C2V and AuraGen.

Business skills are important for engineers, 
especially at this time when we’re trying to 
reduce the impacts of global warming. If 
engineers can commercialise green ideas,  
that will be a massive benefit for the world.
JOE GARRETT

“

FINALIST – University of Sheffield Team, 
Cycles2Vehicles (C2V) developed an AI-powered 
camera system to prevent cycle and vehicle 
collisions at road junctions.

University of Sheffield: George Fowkes coaches the C2V team 

University of Birmingham: Joe Garrett, AuraGen with 
George Fowkes

COACH – HENNING VON 
SPRECKELSEN, a serial 
entrepreneur with extensive 
experience in manufacturing 
who is currently running several 
SME businesses, including the 
award-winning Plastecowood.  
Henning coached Zama Digital  
and GOAB BioEngineers.

FINALIST – University of Exeter entry, Zama Digital 
invented a monitor which provides real-time data 
from manufacturing machinery to improve efficiency 
and profitability.

University of Exeter: James Tetlow of Zama Digital with  
Henning von Spreckelsen.

”

FINALIST – University of Birmingham entry, AuraGen 
conceptualised a vertical axis twin-turbine to 
generate electricity from roofs. 

FINALIST – University of Nottingham, Team  
GOAB BioEngineers designed an environmentally 
friendly board for joinery projects.

University of Nottingham: Ebenezer Berko Owusu and Philemon 
Gyasi-Antwi from GOAB BioEngineers discuss their pitch strategy

Business skills for engineers are massively 
important when you’re working in industry, 
everything is to do with business. You need to 
be able to identify a problem and understand 
the solution and how to deliver that solution 
so that it benefits the end-user.
JAMES TETLOW

“

”

HERE ARE THE COACHES AND THE TEN FINALISTS:
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COACH – WILLIAM BURTON, an 
entrepreneurial CEO specialising 
in turnarounds, buyouts and 
complex situations, especially in 
travel & transport and business 
services. William coached 
BoxFluence and Wireless Wild.

FINALIST – University of the Highlands and 
Islands (UHI) Team BoxFluence – created GoSpar, 
a portable boxing ring 

University of Highlands and Islands: Ahmed Nassar and  
Matej Papp from BoxFluence, from Aberdeen University 

William Burton with University of Portsmouth students, 
Samuel Gandy, Robert Ball, Victoria Yates and Kieran 
Wright from Wireless Wild

FINALIST – University of Portsmouth, Team  
Wireless Wild –developed Wild Lens, a weather 
station or biodiversity.

COACH – JOHN COLLINS has over 
12 years of experience in the 
transport industry, leading 
strategy and commercial 
advisory projects. He is the 
Honorary Secretary for a multi-
million educational trust and 
recently started teaching a module in 
project management at Imperial College.

FINALIST – University of Aberystwyth entry, 
Revolancer is a digital platform that connects 
entrepreneurs and small business owners with 
talented, remote-working freelancers. 

University of Aberystwyth: Karl Swanepoel from Revolancer  
with John Collins

FINALIST – University of York, Team Lighthouse 
created North Star, a health care tracker that 
pinpoints and alerts carers when vulnerable 
individuals leave a designated safe zone. 

University of York: Wan Yun Law and Emily Martin 

Having the skills to build things is not 
enough. If you want to bring your innovation 
out to the public, it’s very important to have 
business skills to market it, win customers, 
make it big and really help society.
EMILY MARTIN

“

”
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COACH – DAVID FALZANI MBE, a professor of entrepreneurship at the University of 
Nottingham.  David also works with clients in a variety of sectors including energy, technology, 
software and charities, helping with business and financial development, technology projects, 
marketing and strategic planning. David coached Team Paige and ChangeXtra.

FINALIST – Nottingham Trent University 
entry, ChangeXtra –created a new 
service that will transform care for 
women in peri and full menopause.

Nottingham Trent’s  
Claire Mann from 
ChangeXtra

David Falzani MBE with Imperial College London Students, 
Visva Moorthy, Sergio Gosalvez and Greg Hargraves from Paige

FINALIST – Imperial College London, Team Paige – 
developed a low-cost, multi-line Braille Display.

I think it’s really important for engineers of all types to learn business skills. As computer science 
students, we are taught lots of ways of working and we have all the skills to go out into industry 
and make new and exciting products.  If we’re given business skills that go along with that, that 
enables us to go out into the world and make a really big difference.
CLAIRE MANN

“

”

Coaches Henning von Spreckelsen and George Fowkes Finalist Jonathan Moniz



Fifteen of the 24 finalists who competed in October 2021

On 22 October over 300 viewers from around the world tuned in to our EIB Champion of Champions Final when 10 university 
teams comprising engineering undergraduates, graduates and postgraduates pitched business innovations in the hope of 
winning a share of the £15,000 EIBC prize fund.  Over 4,000 engineers participated in their university competitions and the 
Champion of Champions Final was the culmination of that effort.  The awards presentation was hosted online by Engineer 
and TV Presenter Rob Bell, who superbly guided contestants through the spotlight of the live online show.  The teams did a 
tremendous job, presenting their ideas and answering challenging questions from the judging panel: Head Judge SMF  
Serge Taborin, Chief Innovation Officer at Entain; Dr Jeroen Bergmann,  Associate Professor of Engineering Science,  
University of Oxford; Ana Avaliani, Director of Enterprise and Sustainable Development at the Royal Academy of Engineering, 
and SMF Dr Andy Phillipps, an entrepreneur and early-stage tech investor and venture partner.  

29

There were two categories of participants – ‘Big Ideas’, for 
younger students who wished to express their potential to 
tackle a big problem by combining business and technology, 
whilst the ‘Start Up’ Category was for those who had already 
started or hoped to start, a new company.

Interspersed throughout the event were interviews and talks 
from distinguished SMFs – Andy Phillipps, Dame Anne Richards, 
Serge Taborin and guest speaker Elvin Turner.

T H E  J U D G E S  (L–R): Serge Taborin (Head Judge),  Ana Avaliani, Dr Andy Phillipps, Dr Jeroen Bergmann

Champion
of Champions

GRAND FINAL

2021

ENGINEERS IN BUSINESS COMPETITION
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Big Ideas First Prize Winners – Joel Rogers, Chelsie Edun, Shady Hamed, 
Ellie Giulietti, and Jonathan Moniz from the University of Sheffield

First Prize of £3,000 went to Cycle2Vehicles (C2V), from the 
University of Sheffield for the concept of an AI-powered 
camera system to prevent cycle and vehicle collisions at 
road junctions. 

Big Ideas Runner-up Prize Winners – Ebenezer Owusu and  
Philemon Gyasi-Antwi from the University of Nottingham

The Runner-up Prize of £1,500 was awarded to GOAB 
BioEngineers from the University of Nottingham for 
developing eco-composite boards made from recycled 
plastics, a cheaper, environmentally friendly alternative 
for joinery.  GOAB BioEngineers also won the pre-show 
People’s Vote and received a £500 prize.

FOR THE BIG IDEAS CATEGORY

Start Up First Prize Winner – Dr Claire Mann from Nottingham Trent University

First Prize Winner of £3,000 was ChangeXtra, from Nottingham 
Trent University.  ChangeXtra uses counselling, coaching, and 
access to learning to support and empower women going through 
the menopause. 

Start Up Prize Runner-up James Tetlow from the  
University of Exeter 

The Runner-up Prize of £1,500 was awarded 
to Zama Digital, from the University of 
Exeter.  James Tetlow developed a machine 
monitor which offers real-time insights from 
manufacturing machinery to improve the 
efficiency and profitability of operations.

FOR THE START UP BUSINESS CATEGORY

HERE ARE THE 2021 CHAMPIONS!



Audience Vote Prize Winner Karl Swanepoel from  
Aberystwyth University

Karl Swanepoel was a runaway winner on the night, 
capturing the hearts and minds of the public watching 
the live online show.  Karl was awarded £500 for his 
innovation, Revolancer, a start up that is changing the 
way entrepreneurial businesses hire freelancers online.

Enterprise Award Winners Sergio Gosalvez, Visva Moorthy and Gregory 
Hargraves from Imperial College London, representing Team Paige

The top award of the evening, the Enterprise Award of £5,000 
for the start up with the best commercial potential was 
awarded to Team Paige from Imperial College London.  Paige 
is the first low-cost, multi-line braille display that will allow 
people with sight impairment to read more than one line of 
text at a time.  This innovation will increase access to learning, 
especially for more complex subjects such as STEM.  

All the competing teams spoke well and persuasively; choosing the winners was not easy.   
Head Judge Serge Taborin commented on the judging process: 

Selecting the winners was exceptionally difficult and it was a close call.  All the finalists should 
remember that by making it to the final, they are all winners, and their products have potential.  
This is just one of many stepping-stones to delivering their innovations.  They should think big but 
focus on detail. However good they are, products never sell themselves and delighting customers 
requires real attention on countless little details that simplify the process of finding, buying and 
using your product. This is the key to achieving broad adoption.

“

”

AUDIENCE VOTE ENTERPRISE AWARD 

C H A M P I O N  O F  C H A M P I O N S  F I N A L  2 0 2 1

Engineers in Business Fellowship is grateful to SMFs Matthew Richards and Dame Anne Richards  
who sponsored the Enterprise Award. 

In addition, we would also like to thank Purple CV, for providing CV packages to the winners 
and to Cambridge University Press for providing copies of the book, “Digital Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship” to the winners.
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F I N A N C I A L S

TREASURER’S 
REPORT FOR 
2021/22

ENGINEERS IN BUSINESS FELLOWSHIP 
A COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

Charity Registration No. 1147203
Company Registration No. 07807250

SUMMARY
The Charity ended the year with a surplus of income over 
expenditure of £100,989 (2021: £22,113). Net Assets at the end 
of the year were £2,228,914 (2021: £2,127,925). The value of 
the Expendable Endowment Fund stands at £2,094,873 (2021: 
£2,084,493). 

The negative balance in the Restricted Funds reported last year, 
resulting from the award of an extra scholarship in the 2020/21 
year, was recovered in 2021/22 as only nine scholarships have 
been awarded in the year just finished. The Restricted Funds 
balance stood at £66,916 at year end.

Overall the Fellowship’s finances are in a solid position 
with reserves in place in line with our financial policies and 
funding secured for the next two years to ensure the various 
programmes can continue as planned.

I N CO M E
Income sources were donations and subscriptions. Total income 
for the year was £985,954 (2021: £906,447).

DONATIONS
The major source of our income continues to be from The 
Gatsby Charitable Foundation, of which Lord Sainsbury of 
Turville is the patron, which contributed £965,000 in donations 
this year.

EXPENDITURE
During the year expenditure was almost flat year-on-year at 
£884,965 compared to last year’s £884,333. This hides a swing 
of a £100,000 reduction in scholarship expenditure as noted in 
the summary, offset by significant increases in expenditure on 
the Business Competition and Scheme Promotion.

Activities during the year were constrained by the on-going 
pandemic shutdowns and restrictions on gatherings and travel. 
The interviewing for scholarships and the business competition 
were both moved online and so expenditure in these areas 
was largely in line with expectations. However, the cancellation 
of the annual dinner and other events have resulted in an 
underspend for the year of £25,143 in Unrestricted Funds.

OTHER
The accounts for the year just finished will be subject to a 
statutory audit by a regulated auditor, which will be submitted 
to Companies House and to the Charity Commission before the 
relevant deadline.  

NEXT YEAR 
Last year’s report stated: “The Trustees have budgeted for a 
rebound in expenditure next year as activities resume following 
the anticipated relaxation of pandemic-related constraints: 
these will include further expansion of the Engineers in 
Business Competition, the return of the Annual Dinner, and 
various in-person roundtable and other events.” Exactly the 
same wording applies this year and it is fervently hoped that 
this is actually the case this time.

Finally, on a personal note, I have informed the Board that I 
wish to step down as Treasurer for personal reasons. Mope 
Ogunsulire has graciously agreed to take on the role and I wish 
her all the best for the future.

Adam Bazire
Treasurer
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2022 2021

TURNOVER £ £
Donations – Expendable Endowment Fund 6,508 153,506
Donations – Restricted 780,000 550,000
Donations – Unrestricted 185,000 165,000
Other Income – Endowment 3,871 21,926
Other Income – Restricted 18 407
Other Income – Unrestricted 10,557 15,608

Total Turnover 985,954 906,447

COST OF SALES £ £
EIB Competition Prizes 99,552 58,890
Grants 450,000 550,000
Total Cost of Sales 549,552 608,890
Gross Profit 436,402 297,557

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS £ £
Advertising & Marketing 43,446 20,988
Audit & Accountancy Fees 8,211 4,113
Bank Fees 2,028 213
Communications 93,741 89,291
Employers National Insurance 8,079 3,873
Employer's Pensions Costs 3,358 3,292
Other Costs 2,255 1,644
Photography and Video 29,216 19,358
Printing - Other (inc photocopying) 3,983 4,203
Professional Fees 709 6,221
Publications 494 420
Repairs & Maintenance 75 65
Scholarship and Prize Administration 47,559 43,854
Software and Online Services 2,882 2,325
Staff Costs 67,153 65,836
Telephone & Internet 1,753 538
Travel & Subsistence 3,367 868
Venue Hire 5,606 3,909
Website Development 11,500 4,434
Total Administrative Costs 335,413 275,444
Surplus for the year 100,989 22,113

PROFIT AND LOSS
ENGINEERS IN BUSINESS FELLOWSHIP 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022

F I N A N C I A L S
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BALANCE SHEET
ENGINEERS IN BUSINESS FELLOWSHIP 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022

F I N A N C I A L S

2022 2021

CURRENT ASSETS £ £

Investments 1,568,324 2,020,847

Cash at bank and in hand 673,144 115,683

Prepayments 3,846 234

Total Current Assets 2,245,314 2,136,764

CREDITORS – Amounts falling due within one year

Creditors – Amounts falling due within one year 16,400 8,839

Total Creditors 16,400 8,839

Net Current Assets (Liabilities) 2,228,914 2,127,925

Total Assets less Current Liabilities 2,228,914 2,127,925

Net Assets 2,228,914 2,127,925

CAPITAL AND RESERVES

Current year earnings 100,989 22,113

Retained earnings 2,127,925 2,105,812

Total Capital and Reserves 2,228,914 2,127,925

FUNDS

Unrestricted funds 67,125 55,874

Endowment funds 2,094,873 2,084,494

Restricted funds 66,916 –12,443

Accumulated Fund Carried Forward 2,228,914 2,127,925



FUTURE EVENTS

SMFs Chris Hughes, Max Fieguth and Samarth Sharma at the  
Annual Dinner in May 2019

Adam Bazire, Philippa Dickenson, David MacGeehan and Robin Jones  
at the EIB Champion of Champions Final in October 2019

SMFs Baltazar Lam and Stephen Sheridan at the Investor and Finance 
Event in March 2020

Networking is one of the most valuable 
assets of becoming part of the SMF Group.  
We hope that many SMFs will be joining 
us once again for more exciting in-person 
events in 2022:

E I B F A N N U A L G E N E RA L 
M E E T I N G A N D A N N U A L D I N N E R
Wednesday 11 May 2022, 6pm and 7pm
One Whitehall Place
Westminster
London, SW1A 2HD 

B U S I N E S S E D U CAT I O N
C L I N I C F O R E N G I N E E R S
Wednesday 15 June 2022, 5pm 
Zoom

E I B C H A M P I O N O F  
C H A M P I O N S F I N A L
Friday 28 October 2022
Venue to be announced

S M F A N N U A L C H R I S T M A S 
C U R RY N E TWO R K I N G E V E N I N G

Wednesday 7 December 2022, 7pm

Millbank Spice Restaurant
34-38 Vauxhall Bridge Road
London SW1V 2RY

Email cathy.breeze@smf.org.uk  
to book your place in advance  
for the events above.

Details of the SMF events are  
published on the SMF website.
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